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ABSTRACT
Faceted browsing is now an integral component of most large scale
e-commerce websites. Facets help customers quickly sift through
the initial search results and identify a more targeted subset based
on their preferred product features. However, the current faceting
systems only enable filtering based on structured product attributes,
thereby limiting the scope for product discovery. In this paper,
we introduce a novel facet that leverages customer behavior and
product features extracted from unstructured product metadata to
provide a centralized gateway for filtering by both structured and
unstructured product attributes. We implemented this feature on
the entire catalog of products at The Home Depot and our A/B tests
showed a significant increase in customer engagement.
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INTRODUCTION

Facets are the quintessential e-commerce tools that provide customers greater flexibility in product search, by enabling simultaneous query refinements by several dimensions. While the principal
intent for a search is set through the initial query, most of the
refinement happens post-hoc, through an optimal combination
of facets. In addition to helping users filter their choices, facets
can also help educate users about previously unknown product
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attributes, thereby propelling parallel product engagement. Accordingly, E-Commerce retailers have responded by providing more
intuitive, exhaustive and seamless faceting experiences. We now
see several intuitive input modalities, like slider bars for continuous
numeric features and visual facets, being commonplace in many
major E-Commerce platforms.
At The Home Depot (THD), our faceted browsing aims at enabling a seamless product discovery and navigation experience
for customers by providing several search refinement strategies.
Customers can either utilize facets catered towards key product features, or generic filters such as price, brands or based on available
fulfilment options, to name a few. Figure 1 shows a subset of facets
available to the user for the search term "Circular Saw" at The Home
Depot. Users can either use the coarse-grained facets such as Brand,
Price etc., or employ fine-grained ones such as Cordless/Corded,
Blade Diameter, Battery Platform that cater to the specific functionality desired in a product. Our faceted navigation provides users a
quick rundown of the available options and enables them to filter
the results based on their specific requirements.
While these facets serve as excellent functional tools in helping customers refine their search, they are still limited in scope.
Customer-facing facets are typically derived from structured 𝑘𝑒𝑦 →
𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 attribute pairs, that are either manually curated or discovered
from product metadata such as title and description. Even in the
case of automatic discovery of product attributes, the discovery in
limited to the value of the attribute, while the key typically belongs
to one of the pre-defined attributes. The manual process involved
in extracting product attributes for faceting, severely limits the
number of facets that can be associated with a product and as a
consequence poses multiple challenges to faceted navigation.
Firstly, since facets are manually curated, they do not represent
the maximal set of features available for a product. And even if one
were to extract all key features for a product, the current approach
to facet organization presents challenges with presentation. Currently, the most prevalent strategy for faceting involves grouping
product attributes by their key and presenting all distinct values
as filters available under the facet. Several user interface studies
and online tests carried out at THD have shown that there is limited engagement for facets that are outside the visual scope of the
user. With increased e-commerce activity from mobile devices and
smaller screens, any additional facets presented outside of a device’s
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product features extracted from textual product attributes such as title and description and use them to power a novel facet that enables
filtering based on popular product features. Instead of using a separate facet for each key-value attribute pair, we present a catch-all
search-able facet to include all popular keywords extracted from the
product text. Large scale online experiments conducted indicated
significant increase customer engagement and overall improvement
in session revenue metrics. To the best of our knowledge this is
the first attempt at providing a facet to surface popular free-form
product features mined from unstructured product metadata at
scale.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a
brief survey of the related research, Section 3 describes our solution
approach, Section 4 details our experimental set up and evaluation and Section 5 concludes the paper with directions for future
research.

2

Figure 1: Example Facets at THD for Search Term "Circular
Saw"

visual range would add little value in terms of customer engagement and ultimately product discovery. For example, considering
our initial search term of "Circular Saw", at THD, there are a total
of 18 product-specific facets, including the ones shown in Figure
1, listed in our search results page. Even if our discovery process
resulted in, say, 5 additional facets, they would only add to the facet
count, with little to no incremental value.
Secondly, though there is active research in dynamic facet ranking by incorporating customer engagement, the attributes used for
faceting themselves are usually static key-value pairs that are associated with products and are agnostic of temporal shifts in customer
demand. While the mapped key-value pairs might accurately define
the salient features of a product, they might not be reflective of
what users are actually looking for in a product. For example, in our
experiments, we found that the key feature customers often look
for in a "Circular Saw" is Motor Power → 15 amp. If Motor Power
was presented as a facet to the ranking algorithm, it would have
been ranked high to indicate customer interest. But it was not a
catalogued product attribute and hence was not presented as a facet
to customers. By not assimilating user behavior during attribute
extraction, it cannot be guaranteed that the facets presented to the
user represent the top features associated with a search term.
In this paper, we propose to solve both these challenges and
create a seamless faceted browsing experience by introducing a
new facet - Featured Keywords - that acts as a unified gateway
for presenting popular product features mined from unstructured
product metadata. We combine customer search trends and key

RELATED WORK

The increase in online shopping by customers has led to an increased focus on improving E-Commerce user experience. A better
user experience leads to increased customer loyalty and a positive brand perception [1]. Accordingly, there is active research in
improving user experience for online shoppers, ranging from providing a personalized shopping experience [5], identifying query
intent [12], product discovery [4] and navigation elements [16] to
name a few. Since our work is about faceted searching, we will
focus on the past research done towards improving facets.
Koren et al [6] aimed to provide a personalized faceting experience by leveraging explicit user ratings and using collaborative
filtering to select facets and facet-values that are customized to a
user’s preferences. Several techniques to dynamically select facets
that lead to an optimal drill down experience are proposed in [14]
and [13]. Range optimization of numeric facets is studied by formulating it as an optimization problem in [8]. While all these methods
improve faceting by optimizing the facet selection process, they
do not look to incorporate free-form product features. Our method
differs from existing research in faceted navigation by introducing
a novel facet that uses free-form keywords extracted from unstructured product metadata and powered by customer behavior to help
improve product discovery.
Since our model works on unstructured data, keyword extraction is one of the vital blocks of our work. This is a well studied
problem in Natural Language Processing. Several unsupervised
approaches for keyword extraction are studied and evaluated in
[7]. The common structure is to define POS patterns of interest,
filter the extracted set using a combination of syntactic (TF-IDF) or
semantic (word2vec) contextual relationships and then use a clustering approach to de-duplicate the extracted keywords. Textrank
[9] is a graph-based keyword extraction algorithm that uses cooccurrence relationships between words to run an iterative ranking
algorithm to select top-ranked keywords. Topicrank [2] leverages
topic modeling concepts by using LDA to identify key topics within
the document and selecting one keyword for the most important
topics. Ying et al.[15] extend Textrank and Topicrank by including
sentence relationships in graph construction and ensuring keyword
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(b) Product Text with free-form features

Figure 2: Categorized and Free-Form features for a Circular Saw
diversity across all topics. Several such variations for graph based
keyword extraction are studied in [18] and [11].
Recently, several neural network-based approaches, that model
keyword extraction as a sequence learning problem, have been
proposed. Two hidden Recurrent Neural Networks(RNN) are used
to jointly process keyword ranking, keyphrase generation and
keyphrase ranking in [17]. Both LSTM and Bidirectional LSTM(BiLSTM) have been popular for entity extraction from textual data.
Tang et al use a Bi-LSTM network with attention and leverage BERT
[3] to extract keywords from noisy clinical notes.
In our model, keyword extraction is used as a base task for generating candidates for our ranking module which eventually blends
customer behavior to rank the extracted keywords. While any of the
above mentioned keyword extraction techniques could be reasonably applied, we focused on coverage rather than accuracy for the
keyword generation step. After experimenting with Textrank and
Topicrank as possible keyword generation techniques, we noticed
that we obtained better coverage by sticking to basic POS pattern
extraction and use TF-IDF to filter noisy keywords. More details
about our keyword extraction technique are given in Section 3.3.

3

METHODOLOGY

This section establishes the problem statement, the challenges and
our solution methodology. We will first start with a brief background into the problem and define some terminology to establish
context.
The term Facet refers to the name of the filter group available
to the users and Facet Value refers to each individual value for the
corresponding facet. Referring back to Figure 1, Blade Diameter
is a Facet while 7-1/4 is a Facet Value. The Facets and Facet Values
are derived from the catalogued Product Attributes and Product

Attribute Values respectively. For example, 7-1/4 is an identified
value for attribute Blade Diameter for a given product. At THD, we
employ a mix of manual and automatic extraction process to extract
Attribute-Value pairs for products. Generation of these AttributeValue is beyond the scope of the paper and we assume each product
to be associated with a set of Attribute-Value pairs that describe its
features.
As stated in Section I, facets are typically extracted from structured attribute-value pairs present in product metadata. Our aim is
to go beyond catalogued attributes and present popular free-form
keywords extracted from product text, as possible faceting options.
For example, Figure 2 shows the categorized attributes for a product and highlights the potential non-categorized free-form features
that can be used to increase the range of faceting choices. Rather
than strictly limiting faceting to the structured and mapped product
features, presenting all free-form product features in an additional
independent facet broadens the faceting experience for customers.
Our goal is to extract product features from textual product metadata such as Title and Description, rank them based on popularity
with respect to a search term and present all free form search terms
in a new search-able facet. Instead of separating the product features into different facets by grouping on the attribute key, our
solution is to present all top features associated with a search term
within one facet, aptly named Featured Keywords, to provide
customers with a one-stop-shop for searching based on product
features. Since the keywords displayed within the facet are ranked
based on customer behavior, top ranked keywords for a search term
are readily accessible to the customer. In addition, we also provide
a search box on the facet to enable customers to search for their
desired keywords and not be constrained by the visual dimensions.
By providing this unified faceting experience, in addition to the
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3.2

Problem Statement

Given a search query, our aim is to retrieve all relevant keywords
from the textual attributes of products appearing in the search result and rank the keywords based on the popularity of the feature
in relation to the search query.
Problem Definition: Let 𝑃 be the set of products and let 𝐹𝑃 be the
set of keywords extracted from product 𝑃. Let 𝑄 be a search query
and 𝑃 𝑄 be the set of products in the recall for query 𝑄. Our aim is to
find set of distinct product features 𝐾 𝑄 such that
Ø
𝐾𝑄 ⊆
{𝐹𝑖 ∈ 𝐹𝑃 ∀𝑃 ∈ 𝑃 𝑄 }
(1)
subject to
Θ(𝐾𝑖 ) > Θ(𝐾 𝑗 ) :
𝑄

Figure 3: Sample “Featured Keywords" facet for Query =
Dishwasher

𝑄

𝑖<𝑗

∀𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐾 𝑄

where Θ(𝐾𝑖 ) is a function that defines the popularity of the keyword
𝑄

𝑄

𝐾𝑖 w.r.t. search query 𝑄.
Our problem can be broken down into three parts as follows:

traditional facets, users have single-point access to all top ranked
product features in place place, rather than search across several
facets. The Featured Keywords facet for search term Dishwasher
is shown in Figure 3.

3.1

Challenges

At the onset, this may present itself as a trivial keyword/keyphrase
extraction problem, which is extensively studied and documented.
However, there are two challenges that increase the complexity of
our task beyond simple keyphrase extraction.
Firstly, since the extracted keywords are going to be placed in a
high-visibility customer-facing asset, it is imperative that they are
well-formed and relevant. Existing keyword extraction techniques
documented in Section 2 work by exploiting language dependency
parsing techniques. They start by defining a set of Parts-Of-Speech
(POS) patterns and then extract those word sequences that conform to it. However, due to inconsistencies in the language parsing
models, we have observed the output to contain a high degree of
noise resulting in sequences that are not well-formed. Textual product metadata like product description, product highlights can also
contain other extraneous information about the brand, legal text,
shipping information etc., which can result in unrelated keywords
being extracted. Our task therefore is not limited to extracting product features, but to also ensure they are complete, well-formed word
sequences.
The second challenge is to rank and order these keywords so that
only the top-K keywords for a search query are presented to the
customer. Though keyword extraction is product-specific, the final
set of keyphrases presented to the user is search-specific. Strictly
speaking, the keywords extracted from all the products that appear
in the search results for a given search query are aggregated to
be presented to the user. Hence it is vital to incorporate customer
behavior to identify the tok-K distinct keywords that are most
relevant to the user’s query. The rest of this section details our
approach to solve both these challenges.

(1) Extract keywords from product text
(2) Rank the keywords based on their popularity with respect
to the search query
(3) De-duplicate and present the top-k distinct product features
for faceting

3.3

Keyword Extraction

Keyword extraction is a well established technique in Natural Language Processing, as outlined in Section 2. The general framework
is to tokenize the text, tag the parts of speech using a POS tagger,
define POS patterns that match the intent and extract sequences of
words that fit the described patterns. Most keyword extraction techniques that depend on POS pattern extraction look for sequences
of nouns and adjectives. For our case, since we are interested in
keywords that describe product features, our POS patterns were
around different combinations of Noun, Verb and Adjective forms.
Figure 4(a) lists a few sample POS patterns used in the extraction
process. We also added special cases to identify and extract dimension attributes. Since our goal was to extract crisp, informative
keywords with good discriminating value, we extracted keyphrases
between 2 to 5 words long, as we found unigrams to be noisy and
to add less value. A few sample keyword candidates extracted by
our model are highlighted in Figure 4.
While the POS patterns we defined ensured that we extracted
all possible word sequences describing product features, it also
resulted in noise in the form of irrelevant or incomplete keywords.
For example, consider the sentence "For removing water from flooded
basements, boats, low-lying outdoor collection spots". Our extraction
model extracted the phrases flooded basements and low-lying outdoor
collection spots. As per the POS tags indicated in Figure 4 (a), these
are valid keywords, but they are incomplete and do not serve in our
context, especially considering their customer facing placement.
We tried several approaches to mitigate this issue, including
using topic modeling techniques [2] to form clusters of keywords
belonging to key topics in the document and using word2vec [10]
embeddings to determine keyphrase similarity with the product
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(b) POS tags and keywords extracted for two sample sentences. Relevant keywords are highlighted in blue and non-relevant ones in red

Figure 4: POS Patterns and Keywords Extracted
text. While these strategies reduced noise, they also resulted in
significant decrease in coverage. This is because, product descriptions can sometimes be short texts, with little repetition of words
describing product features. So, extraction models that rely on cooccurrence statistics did little to boost such keywords. Similarly,
using the semantic similarity of the keywords to the product text
also did not improve context due to the loose coupling between
product keywords and the products themselves.
So, we resorted to using all keywords extracted from our defined
POS patterns and performed a light-weight de-duplication using
the stop-words removed, stemmed forms of the keywords. We
then used the TF-IDF scores of the keywords to determine relative
importance and filter out noisy results by using a parameter 𝜔 as
the lower limit for the TF-IDF score of the keyword. We also filtered
out keywords that were present in less than two products.

3.4

done by KPR which measures the popularity of the feature with
respect to the search query. We assess the popularity of keyword
𝐾 extracted from product 𝑃 by measuring the number of times
any search query in which the user engaged with 𝑃 contained 𝐾.
Our intuition here is that customers would often include the key
feature they are looking for when they search for a product. For
example, going back to the Circular Saw example, if a customer is
particularly looking for a Circular Saw that has a 15 amp Motor, it is
highly likely that their search query is 15 amp Motor Circular Saw.
So, if a large number of users who engage(click, add to cart, order)
with a Circular Saw product did so after issuing a search query that
contained the term 15 amp Motor, then we can reliably conclude
that the term 15 amp Motor is highly popular in the context of a
Circular Saw. We calculate the Keyword-Product Relevance (KPR)
as follows:

Keyword Ranking

𝐾𝑃𝑅(𝐾, 𝑃) =

Once we have candidate phrases extracted, the next step is to rank
and select top-K keywords for each search term. As previously
stated, while the extraction step considers each product in isolation,
the ranking consolidates all keywords extracted from all products
in the result of a search query. To make the final set of keywords
more intuitive and customer-driven, we used historical customer
behavior to rank and filter our keywords.
We used two factors in determining the rank of a keyword in the
context of a search query. First, the relevance to the search term to
the product from which the keyword was extracted, which we call
the query-product relevance (QPR). QPR ensures that the keywords
from popular products for a query are ranked higher. Second, is
the keyword-product relevance (KPR), which is the relevance of
the keyword to the product from which it was extracted. KPR
guarantees that keyword ranking is driven by customer behavior.
For calculating QPR, we used the normalized value of the number
of orders a product 𝑃 has received for search query 𝑄.
𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 (𝑄, 𝑃)

(2)
𝑄
max({𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 (𝑄, 𝑃𝑖 ) : ∀𝑃𝑖 ∈ 𝑃𝑖 })
where 𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 (𝑄, 𝑃) refers to the number of times product 𝑃 was or𝑄
dered when the search query is 𝑄 and 𝑃𝑖 are the set of all products
in the search result for query 𝑄.
QPR helps us rank keywords from top selling products high
up the list. However, the bulk of the cleaning and prioritization is
𝑄𝑃𝑅(𝑄, 𝑃) =

𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑠 (𝑄 𝐾 , 𝑃)
max({𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑠 (𝑄 𝐾𝑖 , 𝑃) : ∀𝐾𝑖 ∈ 𝐹𝑃 })

(3)

where 𝐾 is a candidate keyword extracted from product 𝑃, 𝑄 𝐾 is a
search query such that 𝐾 ⊆ 𝑄 𝐾 and 𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑠 (𝑄 𝐾 , 𝑃) is the number
of times that product 𝑃 was clicked when the search query is 𝑄 𝐾 .
We used aggregated 1 year of data from the clickstream to calculate
𝑄𝑃𝑅 and 𝐾𝑃𝑅. In addition to providing a reliable basis for ranking
the keywords, 𝐾𝑃𝑅 also helped remove irrelevant keywords since
we only consider a keyword if it is part of a query issued by the user.
In other words, we leverage customer search history to identify
and remove non-relevant keywords.
Finally, the rank of keyword 𝐾 extracted from product 𝑃 with
respect to search query 𝑄 was computed as
𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘 (𝐾, 𝑃, 𝑄) = 𝛼 · 𝐾𝑃𝑅(𝑄, 𝑃) + (1 − 𝛼) · 𝑄𝑃𝑅(𝐾, 𝑃)

(4)

where 𝛼 is a parameter that controls the contribution of the two
terms. In our experiments we have observed better results when
𝛼 favors 𝐾𝑃𝑅. At the end of the ranking process, for each search
query, we have a ranked list of keywords as possible candidates to
be included in the facet.

3.5

Clustering

Since the keyphrases are extracted from different products, there
can be duplicates in the form of lexical and semantic variations. Also,
since there is limited real estate, we would like to offer diversity in
the keyphrases that we provide for faceting. For example, resistant
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Figure 5: System Architecture
to rust and rust resistant are lexical variations of the same keyword.
mini refrigerator and small refrigerator are semantically equivalent
terms. We perform a round of clustering after the ranking process
to group keywords by their semantic and lexical similarity and
choose a representative keyword for each cluster to be presented
in the facet. Let us first define the similarity metrics used in the
clustering process.
To measure lexical similarity, we first run our keywords through
the standard NLP pipelines of Tokenization, Stop Work Removal,
Stemming and use the stemmed tokens to represent each keyword.
We use Jaccard Similarity to measure the lexical similarity between
two keywords.

𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 (𝐾𝑖 , 𝐾 𝑗 ) =

|𝑇𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑠 (𝐾𝑖 ) ∩ 𝑇𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑠 (𝐾 𝑗 )|
|𝑇𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑠 (𝐾𝑖 ) ∪ 𝑇𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑠 (𝐾𝑖 )|

where 𝑇𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑠 (𝐾𝑖 ) represents the stemmed and stop word-removed
tokens of keyword 𝐾𝑖 .
To compute the semantic similarity, we used all the available
textual attributes of a product as the corpus to train a word2vec
model to learn vector representations of tokens. Vector embeddings
for keywords were calculated by averaging the vectors of the individual tokens of the keyword. We used these vector representations
to calculate the semantic similarity of the keywords.
𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑐 (𝐾𝑖 , 𝐾 𝑗 ) = 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑒_𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑉 (𝐾𝑖 ), 𝑉 (𝐾 𝑗 ))

where 𝑉 (𝐾𝑖 ) is the vector representation for keyword 𝐾𝑖 . We defined the combined keyword similarity as:
𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝐾𝑖 , 𝐾 𝑗 ) =𝛽 · 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 (𝐾𝑖 , 𝐾 𝑗 )

(5)

(6)

+ (1 − 𝛽) · 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑐 (𝐾𝑖 , 𝐾 𝑗 )

(7)

Featured Keywords: Enabling Product Discovery in E-Commerce Through Unstructured Product Attributes

where 𝛽 is a factor that controls the weight of the lexical and semantic similarities. Having defined the measures of similarity used,
let us walk through the clustering process.
The aim of the clustering is to remove duplicates and to increase
diversity among the results. For each search query, we consider the
top 𝑁 keywords from our ranking algorithm as input for the clustering process. Our problem does not lend well to using traditional
clustering techniques like K-Means or K-NN because the dynamic
nature of the data makes it difficult to designate either a fixed number of clusters or a fixed number for cluster memberships. Since the
number of candidate keywords for each search query varies widely
depending on the number of products the search query returns,
setting a fixed value of 𝐾, in K-Means or K-NN would result in
unsatisfactory de-duplication results.
So, we used the Connected Components (CC) algorithm to perform our clustering. Since CC works by taking a pair-wise similarity
graph as input and forms clusters by detecting the connected components in the graph, it dynamically adjusts the number of clusters
based on available data. For each search query, we computed the
pairwise similarity for the top-N ranked keywords and fed all pairs
with the combined similarity score 𝑆𝑖𝑚 above a threshold 𝛾 as input
to the CC algorithm. The diversity factor 𝛾 can be used to control
the cohesiveness of each cluster.
Once cluster assignments are made, we chose the top ranked
keyword within each cluster as the cluster representative and return
all cluster representatives as values to be listed in the Featured
Keywords facet.

4

IMPLEMENTATION AND ONLINE
EVALUATION

Our pipeline runs on Spark, an open source general-purpose distributed data processing system. All components of our system
can be executed as offline, batch jobs that produce static {search
query,keyword list} pairs that are consumed by the front end API.
The system uses all the available products in our catalog as the
corpus to extract keywords and uses 1 year’s worth of customer
interaction data from the click stream to compute popularity scores.
Our experiments showed setting the thresholds 𝛼 = 0.7, 𝛽 = 0.7
and 𝛾 = 0.8 yielded the best results.
We performed an A/B test for 2 weeks across the site to test our
model and obtain a deeper understanding of the model performance.
Our feature is primarily aimed at enhancing user experience and
aiding faster product discovery, rather than affect the relevancy or
ranking of the search results themselves. Accordingly, the metric
we would most like to improve would be Customer Engagement,
which measures the percentage of sessions in which a customer
interacted with the facets. The results showed that our feature improved customer facet engagement across the site by 2%, compared
to the control group without the Featured Keywords facet.
Another interesting factor we observed was its impact in Average Order Value (AOV) and Revenue Per Visit (RPV). While the
facet does not seem to impact conversion, by curating and listing
popular features for products, it seems to have a positive consequence of increasing AOV and RPV. We observed a 2.9% increase in
AOV and 3.6% increase in RPV. This can be attributed to the higher
adoption of the facet for products with higher value ticket items
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where customers tend to deeply consider features before making
a purchase. This is further corroborated by the fact that the top
5 search queries with the Featured Keywords facet were Refrigerator, Ceiling Fan, Toilet, Counter Depth Refrigerator and Vinyl Plank
Flooring.

5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented our approach towards designing a novel
facet that serves as the one-stop shop for product discovery based
on free-form product features. We use unstructured product metadata to extract key features for a product and use customer behavior
signals to intelligently rank the most popular features for a given
search query. We showcase the utility of this feature through our
online experiments that showed overall increase in customer engagement and revenue.
In its current form, our methodology suffers from the cold-start
problem and does not cater well to search queries without sufficient
customer interaction data. In future, we would like to model this
as a sequence learning problem and experiment using Bi-LSTM to
automatically extract popular key phrases with limited customer
engagement data.
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